
 

Coping with Test Anxiety 
 

There are many ways you can reduce test anxiety before your next exam. Making a study plan, getting enough rest, 

and finding healthy ways to cope with stress can all be helpful in reducing test anxiety. Using the list below, identify 

at least three different coping strategies to help manage any anxiety before your next exam.   
 

 Before the test, avoid classmates who cause anxiety. 

 

 Focus on answering the question, not on your grade. 

 

 Approach the exam with confidence: View the exam as an opportunity to show how much you've 

studied and to receive a reward for the studying you've done. 

 

 Check in with your body. If you’re anxious, stop and do some deep breathing.  Less than 30 seconds can 

help. 

 

 Remind yourself that this is only one test, not your whole grade/career/etc.  It’s one measure of one 

particular chunk of knowledge on one day.  Don’t make it more than that. 

 

 If you don’t know the answer, skip the question and move on. 

 

 Don’t worry about people who are turning their tests in before you – you have no idea what their 

experience is.  It might be blank. 

 

 Start from the end and go backwards if that helps. 

 

 Acknowledge your desire to hurry up or give up. Tell yourself that is your anxiety talking.  Stick with it. 

 

 Do not rush to turn your exam in because you want to get the test “over with”. This can lead 

to careless mistakes. If you have time check over your work for careless mistakes.  

 

 Remind yourself to just breathe and do your best. 

 

 Avoid cramming and pace your studying. The night before should be for review, not learning. 

 

 Ask for help early. 

 

 Get adequate sleep the night before. 

 

 Avoid extra caffeine that morning. 

 

 Have a healthy meal or snack before hand. Feed your brain-- hunger can inhibit focus. 

 

 Other (specify):___________________________________________________ 
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